AXIS Camera Station

Efficient surveillance
and more.
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Stay safe
and secure
A solution using AXIS Camera Station is easy to use and
maintain, which allows you to solve problems such as
protecting your premises so you can focus on your core
business.
You can also add functions to make operations more efficient
and improve protection, such as easy communication with
visitors, secure entrances and exits, add audio for deterrence
and more. AXIS Camera Station allows you to build a scalable
solution that covers all your surveillance needs.

AXIS Camera Station video
management software puts efficient
surveillance at your fingertips with
an intuitive interface that’s easy to
operate – even for the occasional
user.

Key benefits
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> Effortless operation
> Efficient surveillance
> Easy to expand system
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Effortless operation
AXIS Camera Station software is built with the user in mind.
The clear graphical user interface makes it easy for even
occasional users to navigate, manage incidents and take action.
It also supports over 20 languages making it available
to a range of users world wide.

AXIS Mobile
Viewing app
AXIS Mobile Viewing app allows
you to keep up with events from
your premises.
It offers easy access to multiple
systems and features
such as live view, control of PTZ
(pan/tilt/zoom) cameras , time-line
visualization of recorded events and
the export of video.

Clear identification
Intuitive control of PTZ cameras
and support for panoramic and
multi-sensor cameras provide
complete site awareness and clear
identification of incidents.
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Powerful
event handling
You can receive notifications,
handle events and trigger actions
from a variety of sources, such as
video analytics, radar and other
inputs.

Quick video search,
retrieval and export
Search through footage from
multiple cameras at the same
time with the scrubbing function.
Smart search functionality enables
speedy search through hours of HD
recordings in just a few seconds,
while the timeline visualization
enables quick retrieval and export
of evidence.

Intuitive user interface
The user interface features flexible,
live-view layouts, maps and display of
web pages. The layout can be adapted to
the operator’s daily needs using simple
drag-and-drop tools. Action buttons can
also be included to remotely open doors
for visitors or control other devices.
Alarms are clearly visible, allowing the
operator to take immediate action
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Efficient
surveillance…
Camera portfolio
meeting your needs

AXIS Camera Station
for clear identification

Whether you require robust outdoor
cameras, discreet products for sensitive
environments, thermal cameras or even
panoramic cameras, there’s an Axis
network camera to suit the surveillance
needs of your premises. Our cameras
provide excellent HDTV video for
identification, regardless of lighting
conditions, size, and/or layout of the
monitored areas.

The core in AXIS Camera Station is high
performing video rendering that provides
sharp, jitter-free video – even in scenes
with fast moving objects. To further
facilitate identification and save storage
space, AXIS Camera Station offers easily
scalable, on-camera Video Motion
Detection with false alarm filtering. The
videos are safely exported to authorities,
and can easily be viewed with the provided
file player.

Easy access to useful
camera functions
With AXIS Camera Station, you benefit from
camera features that make surveillance
more effective. These include a corridor
format for effective s urveillance of narrow
hallways, Electronic Image Stabilization
to secure clear video in situations where a
camera is subject to vibrations, easy camera
output control to manage external devices
such as lights, sirens, and more. To further
increase system reliability, AXIS Camera
Station supports fail-over recording by
temporarily storing images in the network
camera SD card.
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Out-of-the-box or
built-by-you
With Axis, you won’t just get the right
system to suit all your needs – you’ll also
get first-class support. Choose an-end-toend solution that’s ready to record with
one of our out-of-the-box ready recorders
preloadedwith AXIS Camera Station. Or,
build your own system using our software
with standard PCs and servers. The choice
is yours. Whatever system you choose, you
can rely on the best performance and the
flexibilityto adapt your system to grow
with you.
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…and more
Get the maximum out of Axis wide
range of products and technologies
As your needs grow, you can grow your Axis system, too. It’s a reliable
investment that provides everything you need to support your
operations – all from one supplier.

More benefits for you
Improved security
with speakers

Control of other
equipment

Set up triggered or scheduled
messages for remote
communication with staff or to
deter intruders.

Include an I/0 module to your
system to connect door switches,
control lights, open/close barriers
and more.

Handle deliveries
and visitors
Add a door station to your system
to identify and communicate with
visitors, and control their entry.

ACAP

Add analytics
To improve surveillance efficiency
choose an application from Axis
or discover other intelligent
solutions provided by Axis
partners in the ACAP gallery.

Innovation is always included
Electronic image stabilization
(EIS)
Cameras mounted on high poles or near busy
roads can be shaken by winds or passing traffic,
and images are often blurry and troublesome
to view. EIS effectively minimizes the effects
from vibration and shaking to give you reliable
images and cost-effective installation.

Zipstream
Axis Zipstream technology consists of a
collection of dynamic features that analyze and
optimize the network camera’s video stream in
real-time. Scenes containing interesting details
are recorded in full quality and resolution,
while non-essential areas are filtered out for
optimal use of bandwidth and storage.

Lightfinder
Cameras with Axis Lightfinder technology have
extreme light sensitivity and can deliver color
images in as little light as 0.18 lux. The noise
reduction is also vastly improved compared
with any surveillance camera on the market,
which, in combination with the light sensitivity
of the sensor, results in superior image quality.

WDR - Forensic Capture
Sophisticated algorithms lower noise levels
and increase the image signal so every detail
in the scene is displayed in the best possible
way. The result is video that’s highly optimized
for f orensic purposes, ensuring all details are
captured in both dark and bright areas at the
same time – even in scenes with complex
lighting conditions.

For more information, please visit
www.axis.com/products/axis-camera-station
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About Axis Communications
Axis enables a smarter and safer world by creating network solutions that provide insights for
improving security and new ways of doing business. As the industry leader in network video, Axis
offers products and services for video surveillance and analytics, access control, and audio
systems.
Axis has more than 3,000 dedicated employees in over 50 countries and collaborates with
partners worldwide to deliver customer solutions. Axis was founded in 1984 and has its
headquarters in Lund, Sweden.
For more information about Axis, please visit our website www.axis.com.

©2017 Axis Communications AB. AXIS COMMUNICATIONS, AXIS, ETRAX, ARTPEC and VAPIX are registered
trademarks or trademark applications of Axis AB in various jurisdictions. All other company names and products
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. We reserve the right to introduce
modifications without notice.
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